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BookForum (Apr/May 2009, pg 48) reported on an April 14 panel held at The New York 
Public Library titled The Death of Boom Culture:  
 

Now that markets have proved a flawed index of our economic well-being, our 
cultural life needs to look beyond the pat certainties of laissez-faire ideology. 
Among the ills afflicting the American novel at the height of boom culture, 
Walter Benn Michaels argues, was a curatorial obsession with past 
oppressions—from slavery to the Holocaust to family abuse, recounted memoir-
style. Writers should now be asking less about what it meant to endure the 
Holocaust, he contends, and more about what it means to support free trade. 

 
Barbara Mor agrees:  
 

Our planet is a theater of sublime cannibalism—our lives have always 
been sustained by the deaths of other living things, & vice versa: it’s an 
organic recycling process that, within the self-regulations & conservations 
of Nature, works. As a run-amock global factory & marketing system 
based on a corporate cannibalism that is regulated solely by the sharky 
appetites of Capital, Earth becomes a Factory of Horror. Writers respond 
to this by curling inward around personal pain, or reaching backward to 
connect with the larger agonies of human-made past history. 
 
But the Enormous Poem, in such a world, exists now & everywhere. It is 
inside us & there, performing sleeplessly 24/7: tragic epic, colossally 
cruelly funny drama, deadpan news items from hell. No extant “literary 
convention” approaches it. The writer/poet must see it for what it is 
without euphemistic self-protection; look long & hard without blinking or 
descent into memoirist babbling—& it will pour molten into yr eyes & 
brain forever. 
 
And then, with yr eyeballs burnt out & yr tongue charbroiled, you 
proceed to (try to) write. Play yr sacrificial part in this terrible feast. All 
the repressed gods &/or monsters from all the repressed mythologies 
ever on earth are now returning to join you.  


